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This i~ lecture is unique in some respects; (i) being the 
first to emane the Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology of 
our Faculty ( Medical Sciences; (ii) being presented by a 
pioneering a c a u a ~ ~ ~ ~ l ;  member of staff of the then Faculty of Health 
Sciences (the first to be recruited in 1971). Although them had been 
two  Professors of Anatomy in the Department, but for some 
inexplicable reason(s1 it is not dear why they did not or could not 
inaugurate the chair of Anatomy in this University 
somehow become my duty, privilege and honour to  do : 

I have chosen as the subject of my disc ours^, L m v U  top~c 
"HISTOCHEMISTRY: THE GROWING SCIENCE :iated, 
HUMAN ANATOMY simply translates to the st[ ;, that 
make up the body, either with the naked e! aid of 
appropriate instruments designed for such purpose. To the initiated, 
Human Anatomy stretches far beyond this narrow concept. A better 
knowledge of the structural organisation of Man emerges when the 
information acquired with the naked eye is supplemented wi th those 
observed with the aid of a microscope as in HISTOLOGY or in the 
course of development as in  EMBRYOLOGY: or the chemical anatomy 
of the cells and +i-lss as in CYTOCHEMISTRY and 
HISTOCHEMISTRY, re ly. HUMAN ANA' lus constitutes 
an umbrella for mi tdemic discipline  ding GROSS 
ANATOMY, EMBRYO1 . ISTOLOGY, PRIMATOLOGY, PHYSICAL 
ANTHROPOLOGY, AUTORAt 'HY, MICRODENSITOMETRY, 
COMPARATIVE ANATOMY, -OLOGY, HISTOCHEMISTRY, 
ULTRASTRUCTURE, etc. 
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HlSTOCHEMlSTRYin its simplest definltidn means the st1 
the chemistry of the that make up the organ system 
involves the identific ~calisation and visualisation of : 
groups, macromoleculaa, p~y~nents, etc, and GROWTH is defineu as 

increase in number and, or size while SCIENCE is defined as acq'uisition 
of knowledge through study or practice as distinguished from ignorance 
or misunderstanding. From the definition of the keywords in the title 
of my discourse, my duty today is to provide evidence of the increasing 
data now available on the number or size of the chemical anatomy of 
the human tissues through study, acqu~red facts and truths besed on 



our knowledge and experience. Before 1 proceed, please v e  to 
d&ess a little. One of the notable contributors to  the develupment md Professor Gr~llo had so distinguished h~mself as a disciplined and 

growth of Histochemistry was FRANCOISE VINCENT RASPAIL (1 794- britative histochemist that he had to hi ; than 

1878) a French Pharmacist, Botanist, Microscopist and Philantropist. ity-one (71) publications in various leal ational 

Raspail was indeed considered as the founder of r is to chemistry - Baker als in the fields of hlsrochemistl muno 
',' (1943. 1945). Raspail studied in detail, the Processes of nisrochemistry, Endocrinology, etc. 
fertilization in flowers and fruits of the Graminaceae using the iodine 
reaction for starch which Was first described by Colin and de Claubry3 
(1 81 4) and by Stromeyer4 (1 151 5). Since then, Histochernistry 
recorded giant strides in its advances as an important science that cuts Standing before you this evening is another, young man, 

across several disciplines of -study such as Botany, Zoology, Human delivered to another illustrious Lagosian family, who in 1966 found 

Anatomy, Embrvoloqy, etc. By 1930, Lison5 (1 9361 had established himqelf in the department of Anatomy, Ur)lversity of lbadan where 

histoc odern " ~ r o f e  ie  Head of Department. I had a choice t o  study 

footir Pf$si acology but somehow ended up studying and 
acquir~riy a ueyree In Anatomy in 1970. On completion of my 

The First Nigerian Histochernis undergraduate nme at Ibadan, I was recruitud into the Academic 
Staff of the D i t  much against my will and without applying for 

About the 1930's nisrocnern~srry oecamt -. . the job. I had my oral examination the previous evening before 

independent and modern science, a young male Nigerian was delivered, a panel of dist~ngulsned Professors from outside Nigeria - in fact the 

to a highly illustrious Lagosian family, in Lagos on the 29th January panel included Professor Everson-Pearse who wrgte the aufoorltative 

1927. Distinguished members of this audience, I present to you my textbooks on Theoretical and Applied Histocllemistry - Principles and 

mentor, the distinguished Emeritus Professor Thomas Adesanya Ige- practice; Professor Kubota then Chairman of Tokyo Mediaal and Dental 

Grillo, M.A.; Sc.D. (Dublin) M.A.; Ph.D. (Cambridge) L.R.C.P.; L.R.C.S. University, J; 1 Profes: Jniversity of Sheffield, 
(Ireland) F.A.S. (Nigeria) M.D. (Dublin), Emeritus Professor here at England. Wt aring to (Lagos) the following 

Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-lfe. He has had a most cherished, morning, Profeasvr ulrllo matel~a~~sau 111 111s Lar, walked up tb me in my 

fulfilling and extremely distinguished career as the first Nigerian Hall of residence demanding to know why I was not yet in the 

Professor of Anatomy (University of Ibadan); the Foundation Dean department. I was filled with trepidation and managed to blurt out that 

(1972) of the then Faculty of Health Sciences (now Cbllege of Health the Professor had forgotten that I had finished my examinations and 

Sciences) O.A.U. Ile-lfe; the Foundation Principal of the College of had nothing more to do in the department and the University other than 

Medicine and Allied Health Sciences, University of Sierra Leone; the to  go home and into the world. He took a good laugh at that and in his 

foundation Head of the Division of Human Biology and Behaviour (then measured tone stated that should I fail to report in the department 

University of Ife) and the foundation Head, Department of A ~ E  within the hour he would issue me with a query. He left prorhptly and 

and Cell Biology (then Unlversity of Ife) the chair of which depart1 left me the more confused and confounded. I ran to the department 

we are now inaugurating. only to be informed by the Departmental Secretary that I had been 

Professor Grillo, during the course of his career elected to  acquire offered an appointment as a Research Assistant and he then showed 

knowledge beyond what a med~cal education offered to  a clinician. me to my office. I immediate1 tched t h ~  

Hence, on completion of his meaical training at the famous Royal sent to bring me home back t c  ents wiit 

College of Surgeons, Dublin, he proceeded to the glamorous St. new development. 
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~ohn's college,-university of ~ambr-idge for a higher degree in science 
where he became the first Nigerian to make contact with and study the 
principles and practice of Histochemistry as a science. By 1979, 

Contact With Histochc 

Professor Grillo advised or rather instructed me to complete ap~llcation 
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forms for registrat~on as a post-gradc lent for the degree cf 
M.Sc. which I did and my identified V r u j c L t  was to investigate th6 
specificity of the metal-salt technique. At this stage of the 
development and growth of Histochemlstry world wide, the 
demonstration of the activities of the group of enzymes known as non- 
specific monophosphates was based on the .precipitation of a primary 
reaction product, following the enzyme activity on the substrate, which 
primary reaction product was then converted into a final reaction 
prodtnr' ' treatment with yellow ammonium sulphide in a subsequent 
interact~on. This technique was simultaneously developed by ~ o m o r i ~  
(1 939) and Takamatsu7 (1  939) while working separately. The method 
suffe deficiencies but :h was tr of the 
devel :e, hence Histoch of this 
scien t y, mnsitivit y an1 )rate a 
little further. I I I ~  group of enzynlas r;ldsslllau ds IIUII-specific 
rhonophosphi ~ d e  alkaline phosphatase, acid phosphatasl 
which are ac ~lkaline hnd acid DH media respectively bl 
interact with ana nydrolyse a pumber of substrates. Al~allne 
phosphatase hydrolyses beta-glycerophosphate to yield energy rich 
phosphate bonds which are important sources of energy for the 
metabolic activities of the living cells and tissues. However, the 
m-af Gomori and Takarnatsu were not specific enough and this 
was the important aspect that I was to  investigate. I promptly settled 
down in the department and became fully engaged in my work. In 
those d w s  t leliaht b~ highly 
fulfilling, . l sl I was 
given yet anc native 
substrate for rne aernor~srra~ion of ttle ~ C L I V I L Y  UI C ) ~ ~ ~ s p ~ ~ u d r n i d a ~ e  
which hitherto had para-chloro anilido phosphoric acid as substrate. I 
again took the project on full steam by searching for a substrate with 
a chemical structure that is related to the former and we came up with 
the idea of using Endoxan. The' enzyme phosphoamidase has now 
recently been implicated in the early detection of breast cancer. 
Having done some serious work in Ibadan, Professor Grillo was 

ided, on request, to plan, co-ordinate and estab ledicsi 
ol for the University of Ife by the Government of tht estern 
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Afflrnv8I in Ife: So it was that by 1st Augus 1 was offered 
appointment as a Research Assistant by the tiversity of Ife 
without my applying for the job, without a depbrul~a~l l  and without an 

office. I was still doing my research at Ibadan, having resigned, but 
came regularly to Ife to collect my stipends. By October of same year, 
the University of Ife offered me probationary study leave without pay 
and I was bff to the Department of Human Morphology, University of 
Nottingham, England on the twenty-eighth of October, 1971. Within 
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Care ' b ' n g b :  I must remark that I was the first Nigerian post- 
grad1 jent to be enrolled in the department of which the eminent 
Profc < Cobpland was the Professor and Head and who assigned 
me to worK under Dr. P.F. Harris (later Professor and Head, Department 
of Anatomy, University of Manchester, 1974). Dr. Harris himself was 
a protege of the distinguished Professor J.M. YOFFEY who held sway 
then at the University of Bristol. Phillip Harris and his mentor were 
SUPP nents of the monophyletic asis of 
the f human blood cells and v 3demic 
debale WILII L I I ~  prupovents of the po lyphy ler ;~~ i r ieory.  I r i  simple 
language, the rnonophyletic theory proposed a multipotent stem cell (a 
single cell) as the progenitor of all the different types of cells in the 
human blood whereas the polyphyletists contended that each different 
type of cell had its own separate and independent progenitor. This 
was where I again became involved. I was promptly and duly 
registered for the Master of Philosophy (M. Phil) degree in October, 
1971 and thr 2lf, head-on, into my assignment. The pressures 
on me then \ ny. Firstly, I must not disgrace myself and this 
great Univer! i e  Great IFE - by failing; secondly it was on 
reputation of rnls great University and my mentor Professor Grillo that 
the University of Nottingham accepted me, a Nigerian, as its first 
postgraduate student in its Department of Human Morphology and 
thirdly, the family reputation was at stake. By December, 1972 at the 
sc~entific conference of the Anatomical Society o,f Great Britain and 
Ireland, I presented my first scientific paper titled "Histochemical 
studies of 'transitional' cells In the bone marrow of the human foetus; 
evidence for differentiation into granulocytes and monocytef" (Caxton- 
Martins et a/.'). This was a major contribution to  the nn-going debate 
as to the resolution of the identity of the progenitor of blood cells in 
Man as we were able. for the first time, to  show histochernically, 
precisely and canclusively tnat at raast granulocyles and monocytes in 
the blood of Man had a common progenitor cell. The scientific 
importance of this major work was to  be highlighted in our nexi 



presentation to the European Anatomical Congress at which we9 
(Harris, Kugler and Cerxton-Martins, 19743) confirmed the 
cell" as the Primitive Mulitpotent Stem Cell 'PMSC) or the progenitor 
cell for all the different types of blood cells in Man and then went on 
to reveal that some as yet unclassified forms of leukaemia were indeed 
"Progenitor Cell Leukaemia" based on our histochemical evidence. By 
summer of 1973, 1 had successf~lly completed and satisfied all the 
requirements for the award of the degree of the Master of Philosophy 
which was d rded in that year. 
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Idy awal 

recalled Atlfe: I was home immediately to reinforce the academic staff 
strerrgth on ground as the then Faculty of Health Sciences had resumed 
normal academic activities. The first, that is the pioneering, set of 
students hao just been admitted and all hands were needed to guide 
and teach the students. This explains why I could,not continue directly 
with Imme. I did, and still do 7ot regret suspending my 
o,w n home and serve for the reasons that: 
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,tunities it did at the time; 
ast I should do was to reciprocate that favour and 

more importantly was that faci h work 
and the learning environment tt able to 
what obtained abroad. 
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I at this pay glowing tribi Jr founding fathers who 
such visi I commitment to this centre of academic 

excellence, trle uncAT IFE to this level. were thev to rise up from 
their graves to see the level of decay to which things have 
degenerated, they would immediately rebury themselves. More on this 
later. Having settled down here in Ife, I was fully engaged both in 
teaching and research as well as other sundry services. By March 
1974, 1 was out of the country again, this time to the far East, Japan, 
where I worked in two great Universities simultaneously, that is, lil the 
Tokyo Medmal and Dental University and lii) Kitasato Medical 
University; learning various techniques such as Electron-Microscopy, 
Electron-Histochemistry and Electron-lmmuno-Histochemistry. It was 
a unique experience for me being the first Nigerian to be so exposed. 
After a pleasant six months I returned to Ife to launch myself fully and 
realistically into Histochemistry and Research. 
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Histochemistry of the Haemopoietic Systems: 
Whilst in Japan in 1974, 1 worked on and later presented a joint paper 
to the 10th International Congress of Anatomists on the 'Electron- 
microscopic and enzyme cytochemical studies of the granulo,cytes in 
the peripheral blood of the chicken' wherein we, Daimon and Caxton- 
Martins1O evaluated the ultrastructural and cytochemical characteristics 
of the White Leghorn chicken granulocytes in which the functional 
significance and the implications of their cytochemical characteristics 
were fully highlighted vas indeed the beginning of my forray 
into, and a detailed jation of the histochemistry of the 
haemopoietic system ie question then arises,. why the 
Haemopoietic and not kne nerlal. Alimentarv or anv other system? The 
choice was obvious. 
fil I served my tutelag a great :or P.F. Harris 
who himself worked unaer rne distinguisnea rroressor J.M. Yoffey who 
had both spent a greater time in establishing the identity of the 
progenitor cell of all the cells in the blood and bone marrow of Man; (iil 
A comprehensive medical examination of Man cannot be completed 
and useful without an examination of his blood and (iii) if indeed Wood 
is the "wheels of life" what more challenging system is there to 
investigate if not the haemopoietic system? These then were my 
reasons for choosing the sys by descend into other 
vertebrate groups and not leavours to only the 
mammalian class? As is k~ Anatomy, "Orrtogeny 
recapitulates phylogeny" hence, Ir IS lrnporrant to know what the 
situation is concerning the origin, structure and histochemistry of blood 
cells in Actinopterygian class, up through the Amphibians, the 
Reptilians, the Avians and finally the mammalian class; that way the 
reasonls) why a mature circulating erythrocyte in Man becomes 
anucleated can be easily discerned compared to its nucleated 
homologue in the Aviaq or the Reptilian class. The availabiw of 
excellent research facilities, co kerning environment, aueqclam 
funding and active scholars stin Ind encouraged serious research 
activities then. 
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University in Ile-lfe abounds with a wide veriety of vertebrates most of 
which serve as sources of animal protein for the inhabrtants of t b  
campus as well as the citv. As most of these animals are wantonly 



the activities of the enzymes of glycogen metabolism to the perinuclew 
region of mature erythrocytes suggesting the presence of 
"Mitochondrial sites" in this area of the cells. This, in the language of 
the layman, means that this group of cells unlike their homologues in 
the mammalian species have higher energy utilisation capacity and 
higher met~bo l ic  activities. All leucocytic cells showed the presence 
of the no1 -specific monophosphases as well as enzymes of 
carbohydrate metabolism investigated, thus confirming their roles as 
cells h as 
micro1 xton- 
Martir 
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Consequently, after a detailed study of the histochemistry of blood and 
bone marrow cells in the Pangolins", the fruit-eating batt2, some 
reptiles 13, the amphibians14 and the a~tinopterigians'~ we confirmed (a) 
morphological variation, both i and size,from one class t o  the 
other; (b) variation in histoche~ ~ctivity, and (c) variation in the 
intensity of staining reactions n one cell line compared t o  a 
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Tissue Histochemistry-Quantitative and Qualital 
As part of our efforts to investigate certain asp gV of 
the fruit-eating bats that were then very abunaanr on tne pine trees 
which served as their roosting colonies in the campus, our focus was 
shifted to  comparing the localization and distribution of the enzymes of 
carbohydrate metabolism in (a! the skeletal muscles involved in fiight 
and at i e  muscular layers of the y e a t  
blood dicated on the observation that 
in f l ig l~ t  trte prevailing rrtuscurar ~carutac and skeletal) activities were 
operating against the force of gravity whereas, at rest, in concert, with 
the same force of gravity. For these studies, Caxton-Martins et 
23 utilised both histochemical and biochemical assay techniques to 
unravel how this maml !rgy demands 
in these unique circur ~ l o o d  against 
gravity v~hi le in flight i at rest. Our 
interest in the biology of the fruit-eating bat was nqt just 1imited.t- +ha 

skelet, :ardiac n we, (Okon et a!.", Ca 
Martir a!. 29.30) ed, using histological 
histochemical methods, LII~:  uvdrian cycle, the tongue and'the pitbl~dt 
gland, and all these are pioneering efforts in this area of the biology. of 
the bats in -our environment. As earlier noted,. the bat is of some 
considerable economic interest'in our locality as a source of free, easily 
available animal protein to. the consumers in the local beer parlours, in 
the palm-wine bars atld even in our Sunday dishes at home;hence the 
need to understand 'certain important areas of its reproductive biology 
(the study of the ovar! 
view of the regulatory 
the ovarian cycle. 

Histochemistry is not just all of a tool for solving basic problems 
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histochemically for the activities of Alkaline phosphatase (ALK.P), acid 
phosphatase, (Acid PI, Succinic dehydrogenase (SDH) Lactate 
dehydrogenase (LDH), Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (C-6-P-D), 
and for the presence of glycogen and lipids. The enzymes listed above 
were investigated based o n  a careful appraisal of their involvement in 
the general metabolic activities and energy requirements of the cells 
and tissues. Alkaline phosphatase is k te energy-rich 
phosphate radicals and is also  implicate^ ansport. Acid 
phosphatase is a marker for !ysosome! te part of the 

:ellular defence mechanis in the 
pathways of gl! bden- 

rhof Pathway a were 
Investigated using SDn, Lun arlu uorun as irielr rrlarners. dhere  
necessary, such other enzymes as Peroxidase, Beta-glucuronidase, etc, 
were also studied. This pattern was extended to  the submammalian 
classes investigated. (Caxton-Martins)'' 15. 
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(ii) Actinopterigian Class: The clarias and tilapia were investigated from 
this class as they are common in this area and are also abundant 
sources of fish protein for human consumption. The shape of the 
erythrocytes were distinctly circular with the diameter relatively 
smaller. The nucleus is oval and usually centrally located. Of particular 
interest in the enzyme histochemistry of this class is the localization of 
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in the biological sciences but has found application and usefulness in 
the applied and clinical sciences. We, Odebode, Marquis and Caxton- 
Martins, (1 97913' had adapted it in the study of "Histamine distribution 
in the Rainbow Lizard alimentary canal" while, Shogbamu, lfediora and 
Caxton-Martins, ( 1  98913' in their work titled "Cytochemical studies of 

:peripheral blood leucocytes ...." established the usefulness of glycogen 
'and lipid levels th antenatal assessment of foetal. health status while 

' >  
peroxidase.4evelr wm hplicated as a possible prognostic indicator of 
foetal birth webht. h the area of reproductive biology, Thomas, 
Caxton-Martins, Elujobe and Oye10la~~ in an interdisciplinary study 
evaluated the effects of aqueous extract of cotton seed oil in adult 
male rats. Cotton seed oil (Ororo Koro Owu) in ~Yorubaland is used as 
a cooking oil and is known to be rich in essential fatty acid, linoleic acid 
and is widely consumed by the Yorubas. Our findings implicated 
Gossypol as capable of causing testicular germ cell disorganisation 
followed by fibrosis of the lumen of the seminiferous tubules within 24 
hrs. of intraperitoneal administration. What this translates to in 
layman's language is that cotton seed oil contains substances that can 
rapidly cause damage to the testis resulting in adverse intervention in 
spermatogenesis as well as damage to liver, kidney and muscular 
tissues. For sometime, the Yorubas have regarded the bat as incapable 
of visual acuity. This claim has no scientific evidence to  support it. 
This was laid to rest by the work of Caxton-Martins and his 
collaborators (1 992134 in which we not only established the presence 
of the superio~ JS, a gland localized in the roof of the midbrain 
and associate( ediation of visual sensibility in Man, but that it 
was also highly meraoolically active based on the intense activity of 
SDH and G6PDH observed in the gland thus confirming that the Kreb's 
cycle and the Wexose monophosphate pathway are highly active in the 
gland. The importance of the activity of alkaline phosphatase in 
membrane-mediated transport activities in this gland was  also 
highlighted. 
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PIONEERING EFFORTS IN MICROTECHI.uu= 
As earlier stated, financial support in aid of research and general 
undergraduate and postgraduate projects at the time that this speaker 
joined the University system as an academic staff, was reasonably 
adequate and current technology as at then was also available to the 
extent that virtually all chemicals and equipment were imported from 
abroad. Be that as it may, by some misfortune, mismanagement and 
ptobably mal-administration the country entered a worsening, 
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depressing economic phase which seriously attected the general well 
being of Nigerians as well as the Nation-state. This had indelible marks 
on the fate of the Universities as Centres of excellence and other 
sectors of the polity. Generally speaking; education as a programme 
was the worst for it. A t  this stage, we in this department threw 

' 

?Ives into a search for the adaptatign of loc ilable products 
~bstitutes for otherwise imported.cnemica1 agents. 

These efforts (Caxton-Martins 'et a/.19s yielded fruitful 
results as we 3le to  find suitable local materials as substitutes 
offered the fc advantages: (i) it was che t was safer, as 
being natural :s, they were infinitely st 3 the imported 
chemicals w h ~ c r ~  art: carcinogenic and hence hararuuus (iii) it saved the 
country and the University a lot of hard-earned foreign currency needed 
to-import~the chemicals and (iv) it offered the University an opportunity 
t o  patent and hence process these locally available natural materials for 
export and consequently earn herself foreign currency. We are also 
happy to note that this our pioneering efforts had stimulated other 
research teams at the University of Ibadan, the Ogun State Unwersity, 
Ago- ind the Universi. ?nin into searching for locally 
avail; erials for adoptio lstitutes in microtechnitx' 1 am. 
equa I to note that thi: dest effort won the depdment  
and the University the glamorous first prize, in the Natior r;? and 
Technology Competition organised by the Federal Mini: cience 
and Technology in 1991 with a handsome cash reward a tusand 
naira only 

Our adventure into the field of chnics was inspirea by 
the work of Kaplow (1960) 40 who lished an article in .the 
Journal o f  Laboratory investigations in wnlcn he described h o w  he 
successfully adapted commercial hair sprays as a fixative for blood 
smears. This article intrigued me a great deal that I started pondeting 
over it. What was the active agent in commercial hair sprays that 
could act as a fixative? Que5 d more questions? :Then, one 
day, one of the experienced te  sts in our department,. Mr: G.C. 
Ehilegbu, had to work on and I dissertation in part fulfilment of 
the award of a National Diploma of t t  cience 
Technology and had approach' veetiim 
a reprint of the article by Kap lok for 
a locally available, natural proaucr rnar can De aaaprea In a similar. 
manner. We both set to work after I had suggested to him that 1 had 
always considered our local d d i ~ ~ b o n  as a substitute for the following 
reasons: .ti) our women in the rural setting use it to  plait their hairs 
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Published Theses 
In,the course of my career, I was Put through the rigorous 

process of ~ublishing dissertations based on original work in order to 
earn higher degrees. The first ot such dissertations titled "Some 
histochemical studies on trans~tional cells in normal and irraalated 
gulnea-pig bone marrow and bone marrow of the human 
foetusnz6 earned me the deg Master of Philosoph~ of the 
University of Nottingham, i ;, while the secona, titlea 
"Comparative cytochemistry of the h: ' ,tic syst, some 
vertebrates"=' earned the 'degree o - of Philc ~f the 
University of Ife (now Obafemi Awolow rsity) in 
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Histochemistry as can be seen up to this point in time has 
grown from a science that was initially applied to the study of starch 
in plants by the botanists of rhe 18th century, led by the great Raspail 
(1 794 3) but has extensively been applied to the study of 
pig me i as iron as well as reactive groups, macromolecules, 
enzyn nones and metabolites both in plant and animal tissues. 
It has now grown into a formidable and highly rewarding science for 
the specific localization of mucosubstances and ac t~ re  groups by 
Electron-lmmuno-Histochemistry techniques that is currently making 
the waves as research tools in modern bioloav. It is to be noted with 
the dt gret thal dern wor behind in the 
last dc so. Our ~ries are nal nor do we 
have equ~prrlent that have rlui now becurrie uusulere. The average 
Nigerian is a very diligent, industrious and competent individual that 
can compare with the best from anywhere in the world. We have been 
there and have seen it all but never imagined that we shallPsee our 
count1 state of sagging economy, decay 'ity and want. 
It is, t , the responsibility of all of us irf ence to make 
up ou to give our country the proper ori and direction 
she rightly deserves. When preparing for this dis~ went through 
my library in search of the transparencies to  us1 ne of 
the r'esults I was to  present. I was amazed at tt uality 
of the transparencies that I had accumulated oval LIIC yea3 ~rl iough 
the able technological support of a colleague who joined the services 
of the University a few years after I had joined. I refer to Mr. M. 
Bamidele Salami, our distinguished Medical photographer. He prepared 
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the slides that we are able to  see today. Then he was a tireless worker 
who toiled day and night to  meet our demands. Today, consequent 
upori the present state of underfunding, a highly competent and hard 
working medical illustrationist had been reduced to  a mere passport- 
size photographer. What a disaster? What a trmedy? Many of us 
had equally become redundant since as teachers of the basic and 
applied sciences, our laboratory outputs have been minimal. We must 
redirect our policies to focus on the essentials, that is, to genehate 
growth in wealth, growth in education and so on and so or 
wealth is there in this country but what are we doing to harne 

THE NIGERIAN POLITY. SCIENCE AND GROWTH 
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Th~s  is where I have a few words for our leaders 
lead lust rededicate itself to its traditional duties end seek 
exct i professionalism. Any individual that is to  civil 
govc should do so properly and in accord tth the 
provlslons of our constitution. There is no reason why a rnernber of 
*he military or academia or judiciary should not have an ambition to 
head our lawfully and constitutionally elected government but such 
ambition must be lawfully and constitutionally realised. Permit me to  
relate our polity (NIGERIA) to the title of my discourse. The key w o k  
as I had earlier defined are Histochemistry, a scientific tool sf 
investigation, Growth as increase in number and/or size and Science as 
a body of acquired knowledge. Can we in all f responsibility 
honestly assert that our polity had witnessed 8 rth in science OF 

technology or engineering7 These, yet, ere the rools of determining, 
assessing and quantifying a civilised society. ust, in order to 
arrive in the 21st century, support and en1 the l~mwy ta 
properly hand over to a civil, democratic gov .elecbsd via the 
avenue of the ballot box. There must be no llmlt to  the number af 
parties that can contest any election and even independent candidacy 
must be encouraged. Why must government or any body for that 
matter determine guidelines for formation and registration of political 
parties in a free and civil society? Just as this freedom will be allowed 
to pervade our society, so will it pervade our institutions at various 
levels. The Universities have, for some reasons that were not clear, 
remained shackled and so, we are currently witnessing the gradual 
garrisoning of the Universities by the appointments of sole 
administrators which is totally foreign to a healthy University culture. 
We must allow ourselves and our institut~ons a free atmosphere to 



grow and grow as a iorrnal course. 
If one may ask and one should ask, what do all these rranslate 

to in rhe light of our exper, >nces in the Nigerian polity in the past few 
years? It is necessary for the polity to grow but it is essential to 
sustain that growth. Most of the modest contributions to  the growth 
of science alluded to in this discours'e were carried out without a single 
naira from any research grant. In other words, the laboratory facilities, 
chemicals, reagents including the many vertebrate classes investigated 
were all catered for from the supplies and expense allocation to the 
department. And, thjs speak- aas not the only scholar working in the 
department. What this boils down to is that our founding fathers at 
the time recognised and acknowledged the relevance of a virile and 
growing science to Nation building and progress. 
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Some Solutions To Our Problems 
What is the panacea to  all these problems? Our public officers 

and all those in positions of authority must rededicate themselves to 
the Nigerian State. It is not enough to call on the citizenry to  tighten 
their b acrifices. The leadership must be honest, 
visional I. One important problem to address and solve 
is the Education. Every Nigerian must be educated and 
compulsorily too. Every village must have a functioning primary school 
with a secondary school in every ward of a local government. 
(Phase 1): Every three to five contiguous local government areas must 
have a College of Education for the training a'nd production of well- 
trained teachers at N.C.E. level. Every state must have two  
polytechnics and a College of Technology (Phase 11): Each state of the 
federation must have a conventional Federal University. All these 
strategi res cannot and should not be implemented in one year 
but muc ased out in such a fashion that each level of institution 
will complement the other. We must begin at the primary level with 
the advanced teachers colleges such that products of the teachers 
colleges will service the prirnary schools; the secondary schools should 
take off some four to  five years after the first phase. The Polytechnics 
and Colleges of Technology will take off some eight years after 
commencement of Phase I. The Universities which must be 
conventional and are already in existence must be federally funded and 
in states where a state university is already in existence with a federal 
university, both should merge under a common management while 
states lacking in both must be endowed with a conventional federal 
university. There will, as is expected, be some problems but then 

problems are meant to be solved and so shall be solved. 1 have picked 
on Education as a starting point to redressing our national malaise 
because education is the bedrock of national growth and development 
in all its spheres - Health, Economy, Science, Technology, Public 
Utilities and can be a cure t o  the corruption that has permeated the 
very f a b r i ~  of our nation - state. 

Having made the point about ,the need to the full 
education of any Nigerian who desired it, freely and compu~sorily too, 
the question that I am sure will be raised is one ot funding. The 
answer IS obvious: the NIGERIAN State. Since the Nigerian Stas will 
be the beneficiary of such a laudable scheme, it must be prepared to 
fund it. Where will the funds come from? Evidently from'the 
appropriate commercialisation and marketing of our God-given mineral 
resources. Let us focus on crude oil alone. If we market some two 
million barrels of crude alone everyday and at the conservative selling 
rate of sixteen dollars per barrel, the country will redism some thirty- 
two million dollars a day from crude oil alone. Simple arithmetib at a 
conservative erchange rate of eighty naira t o  the dollar shows than we 
can earn two thousand, five hundred and sixty million naira 
(2.56Billion) a day from crude. A t  the end of  the year that translares 
to some nine hun&ed and sixty four billion naira a year. 

. I do not know of any country in the whole of black Africa that 
can realize such a whoopping sum of revenue in a year and yet, just 
from one product alone. Others are there - BITUMEN, GOLD, MARBLC 
TIMBER etc. etc. Our problem is nothing but lack of will t o  prosecute 
laudable and meaningful proje also possibly misp/8ced prioritieb. 
Only recently, one of our enior and highly distinguishd 
professors in one of our first y ~ ~ ~ ~ r a ~ i ~ n  universities was repOned to 
have proclaimed that the Nigerian State cannot fund education alone. 
I beg to differ. The state can and easily too. And unless we begin, as 
some other committed and patriotic individuats and institutions are 
do~ng, to persuade the leadership to consciously invest in Education fpf 
the sake of the Nation, then we are all headed for eternal DOOM. 

The other time, just some months ago, I confirmed that the 
average policeman on the beat in England earns a take home pay of  
five hundred pounds a week (Twenty-four thousand pounds a yaw) 
which is something like six hundred and fifty thousand naira 
(N650,000.( week, here i r ~  Nigeria or Two million, six hundred 
and fifty tho sire monthly take-home pay. We all marvel'! .yes, 
we ought to is the level b f  indignity and poverty that we have 
subjected ollrswlvas to in our own country. Suffering in the midst of 
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olenty!!! 
Richard Jolly, the co-ordinator of the 1997 Human Development Report 
affirmed that nearlv one-third of the developing world's papulation, 
live on less than one dollar a day. I do not have the figures of how 
many Nigerians fall rquarely into this category. I also have it .on 
authorttp that the tOtal crude oil reserves in the world will be used'up 
by the year 201 5 some eighteen yews from now, yet we are not .  
making any serious and conscious efforts to  source for alternate forms 
of energy and income. Before I digressed, I was pronouncing on the 
way forward for our development and growth in this country and that 
is to  concentrate on our educational institutions which will-give us 
excellent teachers, lawyers, doctors, artisans, technologists, scientists, 
economists, sociologists, military officers, policemen, as well as 
freedom, justice and'fair play which will all act concertedly to  eradicate 
hunger, disease, ignorance, poverty and cbrruption from our society. 

M a  Uni 

CONTRIBUTION TO THE TR OF RE ND 
TEACHERS OF ANATOMY 

It is apt and pertinent to ask what has been our own 
contribution to the training of Researchers and Teachers of Anatomy 
since our elevation to the post of Professor in 1992? This question is 
most germane and relevant to  the growth of Anatomy, the growth of 
Teachers of Anatomy and also to the growth of our Colleges of 
Medicine that are saddled with the responsibilities of training and 
producing the relevant manpower for our Health Care Delivery Systems 
- Doctors, Nurses, Dental Surgeons, Physical and Occupational 
Therapists, Environmental Health Scientists, Laboratory Technologists, 
Radiologists and practitioners of other Allied Health Sciences. Thus at 
present we have not less than sixteen (16) Colleges of Medicine in 
Nigeria and some not more than forty (40) in the whole of Africa yet, 
I am proud t o  ca tegor idy  and unequivocally state that GREAT IFE has 
the only Departmeat of Anatomy and Cell Biol?gy that is currently 
running post-graduate programmes at b o t h ' ~ . ~ c .  and Ph.D. levels in 
the whole of the West African sub-region and prior to 1992, this 
speaker had participated in the training of at least five (5) of such 
graduate students; two of whom are still wofking in the department as 
Ssnior Lecturers, one is at the Department of Anatomy at Ahmadu 
Wlo University, Zaria and two others at the Department of Nursing of 

versity, one of whom most regrettably, is deceased. 
However, In the last three years or so, this speaker has been 

m n o g  and guiding five (5) others, three of whom are from outside 

GREAT IFE, that is, two from Ogun State Liiversity and one from 
University of Calabar who are pursuing studies and research leading to 
the award of the Ph.D., and another two whu are members of staff of 
our own department for the Master of Scienca Degree. We must 
congratulate ourselves on several fronts! 

hat the Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology of this 
4T IFE is not only producing highly trained academic staff 
s own consumption but also for the consumption of o t h ~ r  
r Universities in Nigeria; e 
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The reallzarlon rnar slnce I YOU Lrie cuurllry rlas W I I I ~  rldd eight 
N~gerlan Professors of Anatomy. two of whom are retired since 1989, 
three have been out of the country and only three of us are still on 
ground in the country is a pointer to the urgent need to increasing our 
efforts in training young anatomists. These three, Professors A.B. 
Ejiwunmi, of Ago-lwoye; M.T. Shokunbi the nail-in-the-head Surgeon 
of Univers~ty of Ibadan; and my humble self have weathered on to  
ensure that Medicine do not ? and or suffer 
serious curri id distortions in 1 Ing of Doctors, 
Dentists, Nurses, eic. DUL 111rtn the task remair ean as we must 
tram from our own stock the teachers that will teach our children in the 
Colleges of Medicine. It is for this reason that the Government must 
adopt the proper strategies in retaining competent staff to  teach at all 
levels of our educational systems. The classroom environment must 
be conducive for learning, facilities and equipment must be available 
and current, support facilities like water, electricity, modern audio 
visual aids/communication gadgets, transportation, etc. mtlst be 
available. I have had to decline invitations to serve as External 
Examiner to the Medical Schools in Accra, Freetown, Zaria, CalBbar, 
etc., purely for transportation and other logistics ~roblems preferring 
instead our nearer medical schools like Laga I, Ibadan, Ago- 
Iwoye, llorin and more recently Ogbomosho. N 1st wake up and 
hurry in its developmental efforts and our eauca~lonal sector must 
henceforth r riority attention. The likes of Philip Emeagwali - 
the compute ay never reach his present enviable status had he 
rembqed in I He was in fact, in his own account, a school drop- 
out here in Nlgerla and it tdok a U.S. Embassy official here in Nigeria 
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I I - .  I now ao all these our scientific revelations benefit the ordlnary 
man in our society? We had earlier coml ,n the implications of 
our findings on cotton seed oil, or01 owu as capable of 
intervening and disrupting -.-?-il sperma ~rocesses in the testis 
of rats. Were these findins5 rrapolatable to  Man; and there is some 
evidence of this, the implic )n then is that the male members of our 
communities who ingest Ororo Koro Owu are indirectly and ignorantly. 
sterilizing themselves by aborting their normal processes of production 
of spermatozoa. In other words, they will not be producing competent 
and enough spermatozoa to effect fertilization of the female gamete. 
The traditional custom in Yorubaland is to blame such sterility and or 
infertility on the innocent female partnei. This, our finding also has its 
positive effects as we know that gossypol had been adapted 
successfully as a way of effecting birthlpopulation control in China, 

1 you of our findings (Sogbamu, lfediora and 
cytochemistry of the leucocyte compartment 

I confirmed the usefulness of glycogen, lipids 
and peroxidase values as prognostic indices in well 
being and birth weight. Sometimes in June of hole 
country 'was in ecstasy celebrating the African ( lhile 
the celebrations were on, with all manner of informed and unrnformed 
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(a) in Nigeria, 140 out of 1,000 born children die velure the 
age of 1, and 191 out of 1,000 die before their 5th birthday; 
(b) 20% of successfully delivered babies weigh below the 
average birth weight of 2.5kg; and 
(c) 40% of girls and 509 
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uur prognostic indices now become more useful in determining the 
foetal v ird trimester 
of preg 3ugh of our 
contrib~ I the area of 
economy, our pioneering efforts in using our locally available resources 
such as Adi Agbon, Elo Aku and lnya have considerable economic 
potentialities as they can be properly processed, commercialised and 
exported to  the world. They all have considerable advantages over the 

conventional products as they are non-toxic, non-carcinogenic and 
comparatively cheaper to  source and use. 
Mr. Chairman Sir, distinguished Ladies and Gentlemen, this has been 
our very modest insight into HISTOCHEMISTRY AS A GROWING 
SCIENCE and our contribution to  the centre of EXCELLENCE which this 
our great institution, The GREAT IFE has become. Permit me to  end 
with this famous tonic of mine, handed down to  me by my great 
illustrious mother Chief (Mrs.) MODUPEOLA CAXTON-MAPTINS 
(Deceased) ably supported by my energetic and highly inspiring sister, 
Ms. F. Omolara Caxton-Martins and my most understanding wife, 
ABIMBOLA, 
"Nisi Dominus, Aedificaverit domum" 
'Unless the Lord builds, the builders I vain". 
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